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WestCamp is a modern one-stop printing operation with 
an impressive array of services and an equally impressive 
roster of national clients. There is little the company 
doesn’t offer, which means a lot of products pass through 
its doors that have to be properly managed, inventoried, 
and handled from order intake to final shipping.

Web-to-print is a logical strategic choice to efficiently 
handle orders that can top out at hundreds per day. 
WestCamp ventured into web-to-print when the 
application was still in its relative infancy, about 20 years 
ago. “Web-to-print is an ongoing part of our busines, and 
it’s grown in tandem with our overall business. When we 
offer it to our clients, we want to do it right,” says Chad 
Canterbury, WestCamp’s IT director.

Since 2014, WestCamp has been realizing the benefits of 
EFI™ MarketDirect StoreFront, a web-to-print platform 
that the company uses to host personalized web portals 
for around 60 of its customers. 

EFI MarketDirect StoreFront is a market-leading web-
to-print software system that is easy to use, includes 
intuitive tools, and supports a wide range of products 
and applications, making it ideal for WestCamp’s multiple 
product lines. 

The platform has worked extremely well. “MarketDirect 
StoreFront makes things simple for the clients, the proofs 
are already online, and it really helps build customer 
relationships,” says Canterbury. The bulk of the items 
processed through the portals WestCamp has created 
in the software are printed pieces, but promo items are 
also popular, and pick-and-pack services have also been 
growing. 

WestCamp fi nds fulfi llment in new EFI 
MarketDirect off ering

Challenge:

“Item quantities displayed on the client 

portals didn’t match the number of items 

within the warehouse software.”

CHAD CANTERBURY, 
IT DIRECTOR 
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WestCamp, a one-stop commercial 

printing company, has been in business 

for about 60 years though its roots, 

through various corporate incarnations, 

can be traced back to the prohibition era. 

Currently operating from two locations 

in Ohio, WestCamp’s services include 

printing, packaging, and promotional 

items. Its fleet of devices includes offset, 

wide-format and digital presses, while its 

services stretch from prepress to shipping 

and fulfillment, and include website 

design, direct campaign management, 

graphic design, installations and 

consultations, and distribution. 

A roster of national clients spans a 

wide gamut in retail, healthcare, higher 

education, Fortune 500 companies, 

gaming and hospitality, arenas and 

other venues, non-profits, and food and 

beverage. 

Corporate HQ

39 Collegeview Rd

Westerville, Ohio 43081

614-882-2378

westcamppress.com 

The company has a significant warehousing operation, and the 
growth in that offering brought the risk of inefficiencies in shipping and 
fulfillment. 

“By the time we had multiple locations for fulfillment, we needed a web-
driven inventory system,” Canterbury explains. “We also had other issues. 
Our fulfillment software wasn’t integrated with our web-to-print system, 
which meant that the item quantities displayed on the client portals 
didn’t match the number of items within the warehouse software.

“We also had issues with too much re-keying of information as the order 
was processed,” he adds. “Quantities on the portals had be updated 
manually, and shipping labels also had to be generated separately.”

A web-based system to manage multiple locations 

Canterbury needed an efficient system for managing inventory and 
fulfillment that could handle thousands of items in multiple locations. He 
was impressed by EFI MarketDirect Fulfillment, its seamless integration 
with MarketDirect StoreFront and the integrated multi-carrier shipping, 
enabling WestCamp to manage and ship orders from multiple locations 
with just one touchpoint.

Solution:

“  With the addition of MarketDirect Fulfi llment, 

we now have a closed-loop system that 

saves time and streamlines the web-to-print 

process from order intake to shipment.”

CHAD CANTERBURY, 
IT DIRECTOR 
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Launched in 2020, EFI MarketDirect Fulfillment is an inventory 
management solution that simplifies and automates pick-and-pack order 
workflows. It has intuitive and flexible administration tools that make 
managing a warehouse simple and cost effective. It includes a secured 
payment gateway that integrates with leading eCommerce payment 
vendors and bulk product management tools for rapid onboarding and 
administration.

Implementation of MarketDirect Fulfillment took place in mid-2020 over 
a two-week period, a remarkable turnaround time during a pandemic. 
“When you’re installing a new module, you usually experience hiccups, 
but this one was ready to go. The training, which was largely done 
through videos, was phenomenal. It walked us through every step,” says 
Canterbury.

Time savings and better inventory management 

“With the addition of MarketDirect Fulfillment, we now have a closed-
loop system that saves time and streamlines the web-to-print process 
from order intake to shipment,” says Canterbury. 

When a WestCamp customer places an order in MarketDirect StoreFront, 
that order automatically goes into MarketDirect Fulfillment, which tracks 
and shows how many items are available, and where they are on the 
shelves at the relevant warehouse.  

“The new system makes information more centrally available. With our 
old system, only one or two people could access the system at any 
one time. Now, everyone has access and can see where orders are,” 
says Canterbury. “From a reporting standpoint we have a clear view of 
everything we need over multiple warehouse locations.”

Re-keying information and human touchpoints have gone down, 
creating time savings and reducing errors. The company has also 

Result:

“ The time savings generated 

by eliminating data entry has 

been a great thing for us.”

CHAD CANTERBURY,  
IT DIRECTOR 

Thanks to EFI MarketDirect Fulfillment, WestCamp has trimmed down the resources it has had to devote to pick and pack, tracking, shipping and 
fulfillment activities.



trimmed down the resources it has had to devote to pick and pack, tracking, shipping and fulfillment 
activities. WestCamp has been able to shift those resources to other departments.

One of the advantages WestCamp gains comes from MarketDirect Fulfillment’s integrated shipping, 
which eliminates having to re-key addresses. Staff simply pull up the pre-populated order number 
which is used to create a label. “The time savings generated by eliminating data entry has been a great 
thing for us,” says Canterbury.

Efficiencies extend to managing inventory as well.

“We now have one code for each product and cleaner data. We have one central point that monitors 
inventory, and setting up the system by individual product makes it easier to manage counts in the 
warehouse and align them with orders,” he explains.

Quantities on customer portals update in real time, so the portals and WestCamp’s warehouses stay in 
alignment. On top of that, says, Canterbury, the MarketDirect Fulfillment user interface is easier to use 
compared with the company’s old fulfillment system.

WestCamp has enjoyed a long relationship with EFI, spanning back to almost 20 years. In addition 
to the MarketDirect products it currently runs several VUTEk® superwide-format inkjet printers and 
multiple EFI Fiery® digital front end systems.

“We enjoy a very good relationship with EFI. On the software side, their coding expertise is 
phenomenal. They have great staff. It’s due to them that we’ve been successful and it’s why we are 
where we are,” says Canterbury.
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EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, 
textiles, building materials, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital  
front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms 
and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting 
productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.
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